
Solo is the “first bird” in a new line of high-end rods “Favorite Pro Series”. We have used all the latest technologies that are available 
to us at the moment in this series. First, it is our patented development - technology iGrip which made it possible to minimize the 
weight and increase the sensitivity of the rod. In addition, the Solo, as well as all Pro series rods, has the latest Fuji guides - Torzite that 
are 10 % lighter than SiC. These technologies made it possible to create a rod with a weight not more than 60g for a six-foot model.
Solo – micro jig and rockfishing rod designed primarily for fishing at close range to the smallest lures requiring finesse animation. It is 
a popular lately type hard solid - rod equipped with a very thin and stiff high modulus solid tip, which allows you to animate the most 
accented light rigs, and provides greater sensitivity than conventional “soft” solid. Together with ultra-light reel Solo will provide a 
full “Feng Shui” allowing to dissolve in the process of fishing, regardless of where fishing, whether it be a beautiful lake in the fairy 
forest or industrial bank of the canal in the city.

SOL-602UL 1.83m; Ex.fast; 0.6-5g; PE #0.2-0.3; weight 62g.
SOL-6102UL 2.08m; Ex.fast; 0.6-5g; PE #0.2-0.3; weight 67g.



If we ask fans onshore light jig about what qualities must have a suitable rod, most of them will tell you that it should cast, well hold 
on taking fish from water and be sensitive. “Casting” rod plays an important role in many cases, especially when the fish is on the far 
touchline, lakes or large rivers, or under the opposite bank of a narrow channel or small river. “Viscosity” - a positive effect on taking 
fish from water and allows the fish to hold on to the shore, well, without the high sensitivity, perhaps, the whole process of fishing is 
not very effective and all these qualities are especially important in the competition, where each fish weight in gold. We have imple-
mented it in the lineup Favorite Impulse, consisting of three rods: 7’6 “, 7’9” and 8’3 “. These three versions cover the most essential 
test ranges for coastal fishing from 0.5-12 grams and possess all the above qualities. Volodymyr Vorotnyak (Impulse-Jackall team), 
twice champion of Ukraine and one of the most titled Ukrainian spinning fisherman, took an active part in the development of this 
rod. The rod won prizes in several competitions and proved to be a worthy competitor to the Japanese premium rods even in the 
pre-production stage. Favorite Impulse equipped with modern guides Fuji TORZITE and reel seat Fuji TVS, which fully complies with 
the brand concept Favorite: “ANOTHER STEP AHEAD”.

IMP-762UL-T  2.29m; Ex.fast; 0.6-7g; PE #0.2-0.4; weight 90g.
IMP-792UL-T  2.31m; Ex.fast; 2-10g; PE #0.2-0.6; weight 98g.

IMP-832UL-T  2.51m; Ex.fast; 3-12g; PE #0.2-0.8; weight 110g.



SKY-832L  2.51m; Ex.fast; 3-12g; PE #0.3-0.6; weight 116g.

The concept of this rod - a long-range shore light jig and rockfishing. The basis of the concept - to cast over the horizon and get the 
fish from “far edge “. The rod has increased power capacity that allows getting the fish on the shore very fast, even the big ones in 
difficult conditions. Using high modulus carbon provides the highest sensitivity. Skyline is suitable to use with different kind of rigs, 
like classic jig-heads as well as line rigs, like Carolina and light drop-shot rig. Like all Pro Series rods, Skyline equipped with the latest 
Fuji guides with Torzite inserts.



BFS - bait finesse system, very popular direction of baitcasting in Japan in recent years. Implies the usage of the baitcasting tackle 
in light and ultra-light fishing. However, most Japanese brands BFS rods designed for catching bass and are too powerful for clas-
sical European fish. We have developed a casting rod for fishing with light and ultra-light lures that are ideal for perch, pike, zander, 
chub, trout and fishing with our standard techniques. Younger rod in the lineup, is probably one of the most light serial baitcasting 
rods today and with the appropriate reel allows you fishing a classic micro jig working with weights from 1g . Synapse BFS limited 
rods feature most tech guides at the moment - Fuji Torzite.

SYSBF-662L  1.98m; Mod.fast; 3-10g; PE 4-8lb; weight 91g.
SYSBF-702ML  2.1m; Mod.fast; 5-14g; PE 6-10lb; weight 101g.

SYSBF-662UL  1.98m; Fast; 2-7g; PE 2-6lb; weight 87g.



These two new series of front drag spinning reels have a lot of features that common for more expensive reels of famous brands. These 
reels were designed for lure fishing mainly, so the most important feature is good winding of thin PE lines. Lightweight rotor provides 
very smooth reeling and increase sensitivity when use finesse rigs. Heavy Duty gear system – handle connected to the main gear with 
screw eliminating any “play” in handle and it is rotating very smoothly. The lightweight main gear mounted on very durable stainless 
steel shaft. Thick main shaft is also made from stainless steel. Carbon drag works very smoothly and accurately.

Sirius

   • Metal body

   • Feather light rotor

   • HD gear

   • Carbo Drag

   • Two metal spool 
 (shallow and deep)

   • Titanium Nitride covered 
 anti-twist line roller and 
 spool lip

   • 10+1 Stainless steel ball bearings

   • 5.2:1 gear ratio

Hurricane

   • Carbon composite body 

   • Feather light rotor

   • HD gear 

   • Carbo Drag

   • Titanium Nitride covered 
 anti-twist line roller

   • ? Stainless steel ball bearings

   • 5.2:1 gear ratio



Model Length, m Sections Length if extended, m Action Class Casting Line test Weight, g
NSP-632L 1.90 2 0.99 Mod. fast L 3-12 6-10 lb 100
NSP-662ML 1.98 2 1.03 Mod. fast ML 4-18 8-12 lb 108
NSP-692M 2.06 2 1.07 Mod. fast M 7-24 10-16 lb 121
NSP-712ML 2.16 2 1.13 Mod. fast ML 5-21 10-16 lb 123
NSP-712M 2.16 2 1.13 Mod. fast M 9-28 10-20 lb 123
NSP-602H 1.83 2 0.95 Mod. fast H 15-45 15-30 lb 124

New Spirit - the comeback of the popular model. The model range and the blank are renewed. New Spirit rods are mostly short 
multipurpose boat spinnings good for catching pike and perch using a jig technique as well as twitching. The fans of American style 
bass rods will sure like the stiff blank. Along with this the conicity of the blank is not big what is a very positive moment in the process 
of taking the fish out of the water. New Spirit model range also has a rod for a heavy boat jig and big minnow twitching. This model 
has a super stiff blank which allows you to use even small jerk baits.

Code Model Length, m Sections Length if 
extended, m Action Class Casting Line test Weight, g

16930189 DRVC-662L 1.98 2 1.03 Mod. fast L 3-12 6-10 lb 113
16930188 DRVC-642ML 1.93 2 1.01 Mod. fast ML 5-14 8-16 lb 120
16930190 DRVC-662M 1.98 2 1.03 Mod. fast M 7-21 10-20 lb 125
16930192 DRVC-682MH 2.03 2 1.06 Mod. fast MH 9-28 12-25 lb 130
16930191 DRVC-702H 2.10 2 1.11 Mod. fast H 15-45 15-30 lb 145

Fishing with a bait casting reels is getting more and more popular among Ukrainian anglers. That is why it was decided to launch 
a range of professional bait casting rods. The type for these rods is known among the fisherman as a “classical bass rod”. Short, 
sensitive, “angry” – ideal for modern type of fishing. We managed to find a balance, which helps not to lose comfortable casting 
characteristics – the blank works well at casting, while saving enough stiffness for twitching. The butt section is reinforced with the 
special crossing carbon wrapping X-WRAP. Drive model range is easy to fit for any bait casting technique.

DRV-662L 3-12g – stylish BFS bass style. It’s suitable first of all for perch fishing on big water as well as for finesse bass fishing. 
This model is versatile and could be used for soft lures and hard lures. Rods are suitable for twitching minnow type lures 7-8cm long 
and operate small soft lures on finesse rigs. 

DRV-642ML 5-14g – this is first of all a model for jig and soft lures. The rod has a very active tip section, suitable for light and me-
dium jig fishing and Texas rig fishing. The main applications are boat fishing at vast reservoirs, shore fishing at small rivers.

DRV-662M 7-21g – universal rod for jig/twitching techniques. This model can be recommended as an all-purpose boat rod on big 
rivers and reservoirs. It is suitable for pike size minnow type lures, topwater hard lures as well as soft lures on different rigs like Texas, 
Carolina, Wacky. It has a big power reserve for fighting with a big fish. 

DRV-682MH 9-28g – this model is mainly for operating with big size hard lures, such as big minnow, top water and heavy Texas rig.
DRV-702H 15-45g – super heavy duty. Swimbaits, small jerkbaits, big deep diving cranks. Suitable for using top water lures, like 

plastic frogs on heavy cover. This model is designed mostly for catching a big fish in a hard conditions.

Model Length, m Sections Length if extended, m Action Class Casting Line test Weight, g
RSS-682UL-S 2.03 2 1.04 Ex. fast UL 1-5 4-6 lb 79
RSS-762UL-S 2.29 2 1.18 Ex. fast UL 2-7 6-8 lb 82
RSS-792UL-S 2.31 2 1.22 Ex. fast UL 2-10 6-8 lb 84

Micro jig and rockfishing rods series, designed to satisfy beginners as well as professionals. We set ourselves the task of creating 
a professional, specialized rod that is suitable to operate with finesse rigs with small soft lures at an affordable price while developing 
“Rockstar” series. High modulus blank reinforced with special X-wrap carbon tape has sensitivity and casting ability worth of a higher 
price range. We tried to create the most balanced blanks that allow quality animation of finesse rigs, comfortable casting. Using thin 
high-modulus solid tip brings quality animation of various lures. Fuji KR-concept guides provide excellent casting characteristics and 
improve the balance of the rod.



Model Length, m Sections Length if 
extended, m Action Class Casting Quiver-tip test, oz Line test Weight, g

SyP-3040 3.00 2+1 131 Mod. fast L 10-40 0.5; 0.75; 1; 1.5 4-6 lb 193
SyP-3040 3.00 2+1 131 Mod. fast L 20-60 1; 1.5; 2; 2.5 4-8 lb 196

Code Model Length, m Sections Length if extended, m Action Class Casting Line test Weight, g
16930185 JGN-662ML 1.98 2 1,02 Fast ML 5-14 6-10 lb 111
16930186 JGN-682M 2.03 2 1,05 Fast M 7-21 8-14 lb 120
16930187 JGN-682MH 2.03 2 1,05 Fast MH 9-28 10-20 lb 122

Light class feeder rod. Suitable for fishing with flat type feeders in ponds, as well as with classical feeders on rivers. It has a 
comfortable handle length for casting allowing snap throw for a long distance. Cork handle has inserts of more durable rubber cork 
material, making it easy to clean and does not crumble during use. Blank has a fairly fast action, so it’s very strong rod during the 
cast. It also has a positive effect on the accuracy of the cast, especially when it comes to fish in windy conditions. The rod has a length 
of 3 meters and is available in two tests: up to 40 grams and 60 grams. Supplied with four interchangeable quiver tips with different 
stiffness, allowing using different feeders in different conditions.

Jig Gun is a new rod in the Favorite family made as an addition to the existing twitching rod Shot Gun. This is a specialized rod de-
spite of a very accessible price designed mainly for boat jig. We simplified the components to make the blank as good as it can be for 
its price. It is very sensitive, “dry”, fast action meeting all the modern requirements of jig fishing. The blank has some power reserve 
which allows fishing in severe conditions what is very important for Zander fishing. Jig Gun is good for jig at the vast reservoirs from 
the boat as well as fishing at the small rivers. Despite of its jig specialization we hope Jig Gun can be thought as a good twitching rod 
due to the blank stiffness as a perfect twitching rod is a very subjective conception.

Code Model Length, m Sections Length if extended, m Action Class Casting Line test Weight, g
VRN-602UL 1.83 2 1.01 Fast UL 2-7 6-8 lb 103

16930170 VRN-602L 1.83 2 0.96 Fast L 3-12 6-10 lb 105
16930171 VRN-662L 1.98 2 1.04 Fast L 3-14 8-12 lb 111

VRN-662ML 1.98 2 1.04 Fast ML 4-16 8-15 lb 118

VRN-662M 1.98 2 1.04 Fast M 5-25 10-20 lb 121
VRN-662MH 1.98 2 1.04 Fast MH 7-28 10-25 lb 125
VRN-662H 1.98 2 1.04 Fast H 12-35 12-30 lb 130

16930172 VRN-702ML 2.10 2 1.10 Fast ML 5-18 8-15 lb 121
16930173 VRN-702M 2.10 2 1.11 Fast M 7-25 10-20 lb 125

VRN-702MH 2.10 2 1.11 Fast MH 10-30 10-25 lb 141
16930174 VRN-702H 2.10 2 1.11 Fast H 15-45 15-30 lb 155
16930175 VRN-762M 2.29 2 1.18 Fast M 10-30 10-25 lb 154
16930176 VRN-762MH 2.29 2 1.18 Fast MH 12-35 12-30 lb 155

VRN-802MH 2.40 2 1.27 Fast MH 12-35 12-30 lb 152

Cheap rods series, for its price standing next to the Delta and Laguna. Variant rods series is very versatile: they can successfully 
work with jigs as well as spinners and wobblers. A wide range allows you to choose the appropriate model for any fishing styles and 
condition. Affordable price and decent design will be enjoyed by both beginners only mastering “the basics” of fishing, and advanced 
anglers. Choose your Variant!



Code Model Length, m Sections Length if extended, m Action Class Casting Line test Weight, g
16930089 EXS-682UL-S 2.03 2 1.03 Ex. fast UL 0.5-5 4-6 lb 85

Model Length, m Sections Length if extended, m Action Class Casting Line test Weight, g
RCS-774M 2.32 4 0.63 Fast M 6-24 8-14lb 110

Code Model Length, m Sections Length if extended, m Action Class Casting Line test Weight, g
16936015 VRT-662UL 1.98 2 1.03 Mod. fast UL 2-7 4-8lb 86

16936016 VRT-662L 1.98 2 1.03 Mod. fast L 3-12 6-10lb 93

16936017 VRT-702H 2.10 2 1.10 Fast H 15-55 12-25lb 151

VRT-602H 1.80 2 0.96 Fast H 15-45 12-25lb 119

Кастинговые модели

16936014 VRT-702MH 2.10 2 1.10 Fast MH 9-28 15-30lb 139

iGrip - our patented technology which raises the 
rod on the new functional level . The essence of this 
technology is that the grip and blank form a single unit.  
This was achieved thanks to several advantages:
- Weight Reduction. Due to the fact that the design of the grip 
doesn’t not use any additional arbor or carbon tubes under the reel seat, it is mounted directly on the blank.
- Increased sensitivity. Conically expanding rear part of the blank works as a resonator, amplifying vibrations. Furthermore, the sen-
sitivity is improved by closer contact of hands with the rod blank. This is especially effective when using skeletal reel seat, which 
makes 80% of the hand contact with the rod blank directly.
- Improved ergonomic grip. Smoothly into the form on the handle provides a comfortable grip, especially satisfying those anglers 
who prefer to put index finger on the rod blank.

Recently Fuji presented to the public the results of their extensive research and engineering developments – ring TORZITE. These 
rings are made from high-strength material that is carefully polished making the TORZITE ring much thinner and lighter in compari-
son with SiC rings of the same size. Thanks to its slim form, the inner diameter of the TORZITE rings is 15% wider than the SiC rings 
of the same size. Now you can reduce the weight of rings set on the rod up to 20-30%! Weight reduction decreases rod tip load add-
ing sensitivity to the road top. High-strength ceramic material TORZITE has the same level of durability and strength, as SiC material 
despite of the fact that TORZITE rings are much thinner than SiC ones. TORZITE rings surface is carefully polished reducing friction 
and allowing enhancing distance of cast. Surface smoothness of rings reduces the contact pressure and friction, prolonging the 
“life” of the fishing line. Fuji TORZITE rings are only available in a titanium frame. To indicate the status of high quality manufacture, 
all of the Fuji TORZITE rings are marked with laser.

TECHNOlOGy

P a t e n t e d  t e c h n o l o g y


